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ABSTRACT
For solar cells to continue their rise toward being a highly competitive energy source, new
designs must show decreases in cost/watt, meaning that solar power conversion efficiency must continue
to rise while fabrication costs drop. To make this happen, many researchers have turned to light trapping
techniques that improve light absorption while allowing manufacturers to reduce material thickness. The
preferred light trapping technique is currently randomized surface texturing, but considering that this
approach does not yield consistent device performances, more research is being carried out on periodic
surface texturing.
To date, Cadmium Telluride solar cells are among the most economic solar cells commercially
developed: the material has an ideal band gap for absorbing the solar spectrum, one of the highest
maximum power conversion efficiencies of any single junction solar cell absorber, the device fabrication
is cheaper than most solar cells designs, and it has a long device lifetime. To further optimize CdTe solar
cell design, light trapping techniques employing highly ordered nano-element arrays are now being
considered. This thesis is attempting to determine the viability of CdTe solar cells with a textured back
electrode and conformal dome layers of material. The periodic structures are compared against
corresponding planar structures in a range of CdTe thickness from 250 – 1000nm.
Each of the periodically textured CdTe solar cells perform significantly better than their planar
peer: achieving improvements in short circuit current density ranging from 9.2 – 14.1%. Of equal
importance, the thinnest LCCM CdTe cell (250nm) had a JSC value 1.1mA/cm2 higher than the thickest
planar CdTe cell (1000nm). This data demonstrates that LCCM designs are certainly capable of
enhancing the performance of single junction CdTe solar cells, and paves the way for research on the
fabrication of these cells.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1: Basic Principles of Solar Cells
Solar cells, which operate by converting photons into electrical energy[1], have been one of the
most intensively researched forms of renewable energy over the last 60 years. These photovoltaic devices
operate through the use of materials which can generate an electron-hole pair through absorbing
wavelengths of light, and are then able to guide the electrons and holes through different paths to avoid
recombination. For a material to be able to absorb a photon, it must have a gap in energy states between
its valence band (highest occupied electron state) and its conduction band (lowest unoccupied electron
state)[1]. Materials are classified based their energy gap. As is shown in Table 1, materials with a band gap
energy of around 0.2eV to around 5eV are considered semiconductors, and materials with a band gap
greater than 5eV are considered insulators[2].
Table 1: Comparison of Material Band Gaps and Minimum Absorption Wavelength for Various Materials

Ag

CdTe

ZnO

SiO2

Classification

Metal

Semiconductor

Insulator

Band Gap (eV)

≈ 0 eV

≈ 1.5 eV

Wide Band Gap
Semiconductor
≈ 3.4 eV[2]

≈ 8.9 eV[3]

Min. Absorption
Wavelength (nm)

N/A

850 nm

365 nm

140 nm

Each band gap is going to have a unique cut-off absorption wavelength, so a solar cell must be
designed with a photon absorber material that will be able to absorb most of the solar radiation spectrum.
The solar radiation spectrum intensity is greatest around the optical wavelength range (300-800nm), so
ideally a solar cell should use a photon absorber material with a band gap of 1.1eV. The materials with
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bigger band gap energy cannot absorb the light longer than their cut off wavelength, while smaller band
gap materials waste high-energy photons as thermal energy. The benchmark most commonly used to
determine solar radiation intensity is the AM 1.5G spectrum. AM 1.5G considers the spectral irradiance
of direct and scattered light on Earth, while other standards such as AM 1.5D and AM0 consider the
spectral irradiance of just direct light on Earth and the spectral irradiance of light outside of Earth’s
atmosphere, respectively[4]. The AM 1.5G spectral irradiance distribution is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: AM 1.5D (in Red), AM 1.5G (in Blue), and Extraterrestrial Spectra (in Black) [From
http://rredc.nrel.gov][4]

In addition to picking an adequate absorber material, a solar cell must be able to flow the photogenerated electrons and holes selectively to one electrode and another. Two common techniques for
breaking current symmetry in the absorber layer are doping one semiconducting material n- and p-type,
and attaching two different semiconducting materials together (which is shown in Fig. 2a). These junction
formations help to create an asymmetric electric field, which encourages selective carrier flow in the cell.
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Yet carriers generated at the interface with the electrical contacts can still flow to the closest electrode,
even with an electric field encouraging flow in the opposite direction. This yields a large recombination
current at the electrodes, which wastes photo-generated carriers. To further improve photo-generated
carrier collection in solar cells, a buffer layer made up of materials with a wide band gap (near-insulating
band gap) can be implemented to perform electron-blocking/hole-transporting or hole-blocking/electrontransporting selectively. In Fig. 2b, you can see the energy diagram of a heterojunction absorber layer
with a hole-blocking/electron-transporting layer and an electron-blocking/hole-transporting layer attached
at each end, which also assists in minimizing recombination.

Figure 2a-b): a) a Single Junction Solar Cell Without Charge Carrier Blocking Layers, b) Single Junction
Solar Cell from (a) With Charge Carrier Blocking Layers.

Reducing recombination within a solar cell will strongly improve the device’s short circuit
current density (JSC), which eventually contributes to increasing the power conversion efficiency of a cell.
Ideally, a solar cell’s power generation would be the open circuit voltage multiplied by the short circuit
current density, but in reality, the highest power output in the cell is retained at a lower current density
and voltage (as shown in Fig. 3) since fill factor is not unity in experimental cells. In designing a solar
cell, engineers must balance their priorities between maximizing power output (which would improve
with greater JSC and VOC values) and minimizing the cost of manufacturing. Manufacturing costs would
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be primarily balanced between the deposition techniques used and the quantity of materials used. In the
past, reducing the quantity of absorber material used in a solar cell too greatly would devastate the device
performance. But now, with new design techniques, engineers can reduce the absorber thickness farther
than ever before while retaining the performance of thicker solar cells[1].

Figure 3: Maximum Power and Ideal Power in a Solar Cell

1.2: Basic Principles of Light Trapping and Photo-generated Carrier Collection
In a solar cell, absorbed light creates excited species. These photo-generated species are charge
carriers (holes and electrons) in absorber materials and must be harvested (i.e. reach their respective
electrode before recombining of becoming trapped) in order to effect current flow[1].
The absorption length (Labs) is the thickness of the active layer needed to fully absorb the
incoming light and, therefore, the thickness needed to create the maximum number of photo-generated
charge carriers inside the absorbing material. One absorbed photon produces one pair of charge carriers
(electron and hole). The collection length (LC) describes the distance over which holes and electrons can
be gathered (by diffusion or drift) from inside the active layer to a collecting surface. As an example, to
get an ideal of the size of Labs, we note that 60% of the light impinging on poly-Si is absorbed in about

10μm. Yet the diffusion length is about 2-3μm.[1] As a consequence, the ratio of Labs:LC for poly-Si is
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especially unfavorable for conventional device configurations. In other words, the film thickness needed
to fully absorb the incoming solar energy is larger than the thickness over which it is possible to collect
the resulting photo-generated charge carriers by diffusion. Importantly, this class of absorbers offers the
exciting potential for low cost manufacturing. But because of this absorption length-collection length
mismatch, poly-Si materials currently waste sunlight, waste active layer material, or both.

Figure 4: Three Designs for Solar Cells, all Have Equal Absorption and Collection Lengths. The dashed
arrows indicate the volume of the device that generates useful current. Left: Conventional design with planar
electrodes (top and bottom) and active layer thickness equal to the absorption length. Center: Conventional
design with active layer thickness equal to the collection length of the material. Right: In the lateral collection
design, the entire volume generates usable charge carriers because the absorption and collection lengths are
decoupled and not parallel.

The situation is summarized in Fig. 4, which illustrates the absorption and collection lengths for
several device configurations including the proposed lateral collection design. The figure highlights the
important point that Labs and LC are parallel in conventional thin film solar cell structures. Therefore, a
compromise must always be reached between light absorption and carrier collection. The lateral
collection configuration requires no such compromise. It wastes neither light nor active layer material
because LC and Labs are perpendicular to each other. Not only can the electrode spacing and device
thickness be varied independently, but they can also be customized to fit the properties of the absorbing
material. In the case of polycrystalline silicon, this lateral collection concept (Fig. 4, right) will work well
for an electrode spacing in the 3-5μm range and absorber thicknesses ≥10μm.
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Lateral collection is accomplished by incorporating electrode elements into the volume of the
absorbing material. This has the effect of shortening the path that electrons or holes must travel from the
site of photo-generation to the cathode or anode, respectively. In this example, the collecting surfaces are
essentially extensions of interdigitated electrodes that have been deposited onto a planar substrate. The
resulting structures provide highly conductive conduits for extraction of charge carriers from the interior
of the active layer. The main benefit of employing lateral collection is that thick devices can be
manufactured without hindering current collection. Therefore, more current can be generated from a
given device area. In addition, embedding an electrode with a nano-scale dimension into the absorber
material not only works as a photonic structure, but also creates an undulating dome structure throughout
the solar cell architecture. These photonic structures, and the final dome structures of the cells,
dramatically enhance the light absorption of the cells.

Figure 5: Geometric View of Light Travelling Through a Planar (Left) and Randomly Textured (Right)
Absorber Layer

Optical enhancement can be obtained from light trapping, and effective light trapping is another
way to save the absorber material without sacrificing the device performances. Researchers have found
that texturized layers of a solar cell will enhance light trapping, since this allows for the impinging light to
be scattered more in the absorber material. This is shown through a geometric (as opposed to a physical)
representation in Fig. 5, where a photon entering a planar absorber only travels the distance L1 before
reaching the electrode, while a photon entering the textured absorber travels the distance L2, which
greatly increases its chance of absorption and therefore increase the generation of carriers. With textured
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solar cells, it is possible to reduce the absorber layer beyond its absorption length and yet increase the
distance a photon travels within the absorber layer. The prominent solar cell texturing designs used in
industry have been based on randomized texturing, but researchers have been finding that periodic
texturing can have a comparably beneficial impact on solar cell performance, if not an even greater
impact[5-9].

1.3: Basic Principles of LCCM Architecture
The basic structure of the light and carrier collection management (LCCM) system architecture
we will explore in this thesis is a two-dimensional close-packed array of hexagonal unit cells with a nanoelement at each unit center. The nano-elements can be cones, columns, and domes, but in this thesis we
will utilize nano-domes as the nano-elements. Figure 6 illustrates the structure of a unit cell, where (a)
shows the dimensions of interest of a standard cell with the unit cells spaced such that the domes do not
overlap, (b) shows the case where the domes just touch, (c) shows the situation where the domes are
overlapping, and (d) shows a comparative planar cell with the same materials and nominal thicknesses as
the LCCM cells[8].
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Figure 6: The Unit Cell of a Typical a-Si:H LCCM Design [From Source 8]

The nano-elements are typically on the order of hundreds of nanometers in size (comparable to
light in the UV/optical spectrum of interest), and can be made of a metal or a transparent conductive
oxide (TCO). An example of periodic nano-elements is shown in Fig. 7. A TCO material is typically a
wide band gap semiconductor that is heavily doped, so it is transparent (i.e. the majority of light - with
energy less than its band gap - does not interact with it) and still conductive (since the dopant atoms are
all ionized at room temperature and contribute free carriers). Therefore, the nano-elements have the
potential to create both photonic and plasmonic effects.
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Figure 7: FESEM Image of a Nano-element Design [Image Taken by Dr. Wook Jun Nam]

In order to complete the cell fabrication, the absorber material and other additional layers are
deposited on top of the planar base metal layer and nano-elements, which forms undulating domes. These
domes are generally of the same order of size as the nano-elements, and thus can also create photonic
effects.
In addition to the light collection enhancement created by the plasmonic and photonic effects
from the nano-elements and domes, the LCCM design also provides for excellent collection of photogenerated carriers. By the highly conductive (metal or TCO) nano-elements protruding into the domes
and the top layer being a TCO, there is no point at which the absorber material is far from an electrode
and it also offers lateral collection of the photo-generated carriers, which de-couples the absorption and
collection length. This is especially important for absorbers with short carrier lifetimes or small
drift/diffusion lengths.
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Through the use of novel materials and clever design, the LCCM allows for very thin solar cells
that use less absorber material to be just as efficient as, if not more efficient than, comparable thicker
planar cells.
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Chapter 2
CdTe Solar Cells

2.1: Materials
A typical CdTe solar cell consists of CdTe, CdS, a back electrode, and a transparent conductive
oxide (TCO). These CdTe solar cells have become very popular in industry (e.g. First Solar) due to
efficiencies comparable to monocrystalline Si solar cells, favorable long-term stability, and reliable
fabrication for large area devices. CdTe is excellent as a solar cell absorber due to its band gap energy of
1.45eV, which makes this material nearly ideal for converting solar energy to electricity. N-type CdS
layer is deposited onto a p-type CdTe layer to make a p-n junction that creates asymmetry in the electric
field in a cell. The CdS layer reflects less light than CdTe, which caused these devices to have a higher
open circuit voltage and fill factor than devices without the CdS/CdTe interface[11]. An energy band
diagram of a CdTe solar cell using Aluminum-doped Zinc Oxide (AZO) as the TCO and Au as the
backing electrode can be seen in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Approximate Band Diagram of a CdTe Solar Cell with Zero Bias [Adapted from Source 12]
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In addition to the traditional CdS/CdTe interface, TCO materials are needed to capture current
while still transmitting light through these layers to the absorber layers. For the simulations performed in
this thesis, AZO was chosen as the TCO material. Tin-doped Indium Oxide (ITO) is another commonly
used TCO, but AZO is preferable in this application since it has lower material costs and easily creates an
ohmic contact with other n-type materials[5]. Undoped Zinc Oxide is also needed in this device as a
transition layer between AZO and CdS to reduce interfacial defects. Instead of another TCO, Au is used
as the back electrode to reflect photons into the absorber layer, and to trap photons through surface
plasmon porlaritons[10]. The architecture of sequentially deposited layers of a LCCM CdTe solar cell is
shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: LCCM Unit Cell for a CdTe Solar Cell

2.2: CdTe Models
According to simulations where absorption behaved according to the Beer-Lambert Law, the
maximum possible short circuit current density for a planar CdTe solar cell would be approximately
28mA/cm2, and it would require a 10 micron thick absorber layer[1]. Ideally, the LCCM designs would be
able to raise JSC beyond this ceiling while using significantly less absorber material. The planar and
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LCCM CdTe solar cell designs which are used in this thesis are shown in Fig. 10 below. As discussed in
Chapter 1, the LCCM architectures are tunable based on layer thicknesses and spacing between nanoelements. From our previous studies of LCCM cells using numerical modeling with other absorber
materials (e.g., a-Si:H, nc-Si), we have learned that the optimum JSC of the LCCM architecture is obtained
near the L=Ltouch condition, where undulating domes are touching each other. In this thesis, we will
check the JSC values of four different CdTe thicknesses while holding all other film thicknesses constant
and maintaining the spacing between nano-elements at L=Ltouch conditions.
Both the planar control and LCCM cells will use all the same materials: a CdTe absorber with a
CdS interface, AZO as a front electrode, ZnO to ease the transition between CdS and AZO, and Au as a
back electrode. All material thicknesses are held constant except for the CdTe layer, which will be
discussed further in Chapter 3.

Figure 10: Planar (Left) and LCCM (Right) Models of a CdTe Solar Cell

2.3: HFSS Modeling Parameters
All of the Planar and LCCM simulations discussed in this thesis were created using Ansoft’s
HFSS software (High Frequency Structural Simulator). HFSS is capable of solving 3-D Maxwell
equations while using a graphical interface[13], making it simpler for fixing mistakes in a simulation than
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code-based interfaces. To simulate electromagnetic radiation across an entire solar cell, floquet ports are
used to generate the waves, and boundaries are assigned to replicate the pattern. These are shown in Fig.
11 below. The electromagnetic waves generated through the top floquet port are simply the basic (m = n =
0) transverse electric and transverse magnetic waves (TE and TM waves). Since only one unit cell pattern
is created for each simulation, the boundaries are necessary to tell HFSS to replicate this pattern, making
a simulation of one unit cell behave like a full solar cell.

Figure 11: The Floquet Port (Left) and Boundaries (Right) for the HFSS Simulations

The range of simulated frequencies was chosen to closely match the range within the solar
spectrum with the highest power. Frequencies were simulated from 340-1000 THz (approximately 300882nm) in steps of 5 THz (12.8nm). Wavelengths longer than 882nm were not simulated due to having
lower energies than the CdTe energy band gap, and wavelengths lower than 300nm have a negligible
spectral irradiance, as is shown by the AM 1.5G spectrum in Fig. 1. To simulate the interactions of these
waves with the solar cell device, each layer is recreated with a tetrahedral mesh. These tetrahedral meshes
are solved and refined until a change in S-polarized electromagnetic waves throughout the structure is less
than 1% off from the previous meshing. The first meshing of a LCCM CdS layer is shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12: Mesh Operations on the CdS Layer of an LCCM Simulation

In addition to creating the correct geometry for each simulation, material data is used with the
software to make electromagnetic wave interactions with these layers as accurate as possible. The
dielectric loss tangent and relative permittivity for each layer is entered into HFSS, as this would be
enough to accurately simulate electromagnetic behavior for solar cell applications. This data is attached in
Appendix A. Once the simulations had ran, the data on reflection at the top floquet port, transmission
through the bottom floquet port, light absorption in the CdTe and CdS layers, and electric field intensity
was exported and analyzed.

2.4: Interpreting Results
The main results desired from these simulations are the reflectance, total absorbance, CdTe and
CdS absorbance, and JSC. All of these results, except for JSC, can be obtained from within HFSS. As is
used in this thesis, reflectance is defined as the magnitude squared of electromagnetic waves hitting the
top floquet port. Total absorbance is determined by observing what electromagnetic waves have not been
reflected or transmitted, so this data is determined to be 1 – R – T, where R (reflectance) is the magnitude
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squared of waves incident on the top floquet port, while T (transmittance) is the magnitude squared of the
waves incident on the bottom floquet port. Absorbance within a single material layer can be achieved
through integrating the volume loss density of the waves over the geometry of that material, which is
possible in HFSS.
AM 1.5G data, CdTe absorbance data, and CdS absorbance data were all necessary to determine
JSC values for these solar cell simulations. This A(λ) information can be converted into JSC by assuming
EQE = 1 and utilizing Equation 1, where Φ(λ) is the impinging light spectrum (AM 1.5G)

J SC =

(1)

∫ A(λ )Φ(λ )dλ

spectrum

In order to convert the absorbance data to JSC, first the CdTe absorbance data was interpolated in
Excel to yield data points at the same wavelengths as the AM 1.5G data for photon flux. The photon
concentration at each wavelength is then determined through taking the average of (photon flux) *
(magnitude of absorbance) at two adjacent wavelength data points, and dividing them by the change in
wavelength. JSC for the CdTe layer can now be obtained by summing the photon concentrations, then
multiplying by the conversion factor 1.6*10-19C/1 photon, which assumes that each photon generates an
electron-hole pair. Since these units would currently be in A/m2, the JSC value is divided by 10 to switch
into units of mA/cm2.
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Chapter 3
Optimization of Device Architecture Using Numerical Modeling
There are four planar and four LCCM cell simulations that will be discussed in this chapter. The
LCCM structures will have the design parameters shown in Fig. 13: the unit cell spacing will correspond
to L-touch, and the nano-elements will be 200nm wide by 240nm thick columns with a 200nm wide by
160nm thick dome cap. These simulations will only focus on one variable: CdTe thickness. The LCCM
simulations will be performed at the CdTe thicknesses of 250, 500, 750, and 1000nm. The film
thicknesses are nominal layer thicknesses measured on the flat area of LCCM architecture (from the back
electrode to the flat area between the domes). The highly ordered nano-dome arrays offer a higher surface
area to volume ratio on the back electrode compared with the planar design, and this higher ratio induces
more volume in the CdTe layer in LCCM architecture than the planar control design. The comparison of
device performances with the same amount of absorber volume will show more accurate insight in
architecture effects between LCCM and planar control designs. In order to match the absorber volume,
we used “effective thickness” which is obtained by the calculated absorber volume divided by the unit
cell area. Based on these calculation results the effective thicknesses of the LCCM cells with CdTe
thicknesses of 250, 500, 750, and 1000nm are equivalent to 346.2, 619.3, 916.9, and 1155.1nm in planar
control design, respectively.
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Figure 13: LCCM Structure with Thicknesses for Each Layer (The Gold Nano-Element has a Height and
Width of 400nm)

The other layers in these simulations will all be held at the same thicknesses, which are shown in
Fig. 13. The device performances of the LCCM architecture are highly dependent on the dimension of the
nano-domes (e.g., base diameter of the domes, spacing between the domes). According to our previous
studies with other absorber materials, the optimum JSC condition has been achieved near the L condition
of L=L-touch, where the domes present after depositing all of the layers touch each other. We will start
the optimization of the CdTe LCCM cell designs at this condition for four different CdTe nominal
thicknesses. It should be noted that the spacing L (as defined in Fig. 6) will not be altered for the planar
cases, but the effective thickness of the CdTe layers discussed above will be used to match the absorber
volumes with their counterparts. To keep the type of LCCM design consistent for each case, the spacing L
of each LCCM unit cell is adjusted to the value necessary for L-touch to occur.
The following sections will discuss simulation results though the obtained JSC, reflection, and
absorption. For simplicity, since the LCCM CdTe thickness of 250nm and the planar CdTe thickness of
346 nm are equivalent, many of the graphs will simply refer to the planar cases in reference to their
corresponding LCCM case (i.e. Planar case 250nm, 500nm, etc.).
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3.1: Absorbance Results
Both planar control and LCCM cells are in a substrate configuration where the light is applied
through the top TCO layer. Figs. 14 and 15 show the absorbance results of the planar and LCCM cells,
respectively. The figures show which layer absorbed which wavelengths of solar spectrum and the total
absorbance is the sum of the absorbance of the each layer at a different wavelength.

Figure 14: Absorption Spectra for 750nm Planar Simulation

It is important to note that the total absorbance of the planar cell (green in Fig. 14) is about 10%
lower than that of the LCCM cell (green in Fig. 15). The loss is attributed to the differences between
surface structures of the planar and LCCM cells. The planar control has a flat surface at the top TCO layer
while the LCCM cell has undulating dome structure at the TCO layer. The flat TCO layer inherently loses
about 10% of light by reflection while the LCCM cell does not waste the light even without having an
anti-reflective coating.
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Figure 15: Absorption Spectra for 750nm LCCM Simulation

The light impinging through the top TCO sequentially passes to the CdS and CdTe layers and
reflects at the Au bottom electrode. In both planar and LCCM cells, the 50nm thick CdS layer absorbs
about 40% of light at the wavelengths between 370nm and 550nm. The light absorbed in the CdS layer
does not contribute to the power generation of the cells, so it is desirable to minimize the light absorption
in the layer. The simplest way to achieve the minimum light absorption in the CdS layer is by reducing
the layer thickness. However, thinning the CdS layer causes (1) non uniform coverage of the nano-domes,
and (2) more defect formation at the CdTe/CdS interface, so thickness optimization through feedback
from the experimentally fabricated cells is crucial. The advantage of less reflection loss at the air/top TCO
interface for the LCCM architecture boosts the light absorption at the CdTe layer for the wavelength
range of 550~870nm (blue in Figs 14 and 15).
The numerical modeling was continued at other CdTe layer thicknesses for both the planar
control and LCCM cells. Four CdTe layer thicknesses were explored, and the corresponding planar
control cells were examined based on the effective thickness for the aforementioned comparisons with the
same absorber volumes. The four LCCM unit cells with different CdTe thicknesses are shown in Fig. 16,
and Fig. 17 shows the absorbance results in CdTe layer of the four planar CdTe cells. As the thickness of
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the CdTe layer increased the absorbance at the long wavelengths (> 650nm) were increased. It is
interesting to see the enhancement of the absorbance was saturated at the CdTe thickness with 500nm and
thicker. There was no enhancement in short wavelength ranges for all of the cells since the light was
already absorbed by the CdS layer in the wavelength range.

Figure 16: Side-View of the LCCM Unit Cells with 250nm, 500nm, 750 nm, and 1000nm Thick CdTe Layers

Figure 17: CdTe Absorption Spectrum for Planar Simulations
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The absorbance results for the LCCM cells are shown in Fig. 18. The trend for the absorbance in
thicker CdTe layer for LCCM cells was very similar to those of the planar controls. One interesting fact in
the LCCM design is that the absorbance results of the 750nm LCCM cells is enhanced in the short
wavelengths.

Figure 18: CdTe Absorption for LCCM Simulations

3.2: Short Circuit Current Density Results
Table 2: Short Circuit Current Density for LCCM and Planar Simulations

CdTe
Thickness
(nm)
250
500
750
1000

Effective
thickness
(nm^3/nm^2)
346
619
917
1155

LCCM Jsc
(mA/cm^2)
22.7
23.6
24.1
23.6

Planar Jsc
(mA/cm^2)
19.9
21.4
21.7
21.6

% Jsc
Change
From Planar
to LCCM
14.1
10.4
11.0
9.2
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As can be seen in Table 2, the best short circuit current density for the planar cases is occurring
with a CdTe thickness of 916.9nm (equivalent to the 750nm LCCM case). This value is still 3.9mA/cm2
beneath the ideal JSC for CdTe solar cells. This ideal value of 28mA/cm2 is obtained from AMPS
simulations of CdTe solar cells where absorption follows the Beer-Lambert Law and EQE = 1. The JSC
values saturate as CdTe thickness is increased in the AMPS simulations; this saturation begins at around
700nm and appears to finally reach 28mA/cm2 at around 10μm[1,12]. There is also some uncertainty on
whether or not the JSC calculated here only factors in current from the CdTe layer, or current from the
CdTe and CdS layer.
In Table 2, the 250nm case appears to be performing far worse than the other cases, as the
absorbance in this case destructively oscillates (orange in Fig. 17) after 500nm. This destructive
oscillation occurs in every case, though it becomes less and less prominent with thicker CdTe layers.
Since destructive oscillations occur most in the 250 and 500nm cases, while both of the other cases are
thicker than CdTe’s maximum absorbed wavelength, this phenomenon is likely due to the CdTe layer
being thinner than the wavelengths it’s attempting to absorb. This conclusion also seems to be supported
by the consistent behavior with high energy wavelengths in Figs. 17 and 18, the greater spectrum stability
in thicker CdTe simulations, and the fact that absorption will level out as CdTe becomes thicker in a solar
cell[1].

Jsc (mA/cm^2)

24

-300

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15

LCCM Jsc
Planar Jsc

200

700

Nominal CdTe Thickness (nm)

1200

Figure 19: Comparison of Planar and LCCM Jsc Values at Nominal CdTe Thickness Values.

From looking at the data gathered in Table 2, the LCCM cells showed at least 10% better
performance in JSC compared with their counterparts. The 750nm LCCM simulation has the highest JSC at
24.1mA/cm2, but the JSC values do not seem to level out for these cases like the Planar cases (which
occurs at approximately 21.5mA/cm2), though that is still inconclusive without further analysis.
It is important to note that the 250nm LCCM cell produces higher Jsc than that of 1000nm of
planar cell. It implies that the LCCM design has very high potential to save materials without sacrificing
the cell performances. In this thesis, we only explored very limited cases of LCCM architecture. We will
continue to optimize the architecture of the LCCM cells to achieve the best design for the CdTe LCCM
cell architecture using different shapes and dimensions of nano-dome design and modifying the thickness
of CdS.
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Chapter 4
Nano-dome Fabrication Using Nano-imprinting and Sol-Gel Aluminum Zinc Oxide
The unique architecture of the LCCM cells can save materials significantly, and further
optimization of the architecture using numerical modeling will suggest the optimum design for these
cells. Another very important factor for producing commercially compatible LCCM cells is designing the
proper cell fabrication approach for high throughput production. The fabrication step of nano-domes is
the key to meet the requirement. The dimension of the nano-domes decides the final architecture of the
LCCM cells, so the sub-micrometer nano-features should be precisely positioned and fabricated. We have
demonstrated the experimental cells using e-beam lithography, but this technique is not suitable for
commercial production. Nano-imprinting with a sol-gel aluminum zinc-oxide solution is very promising
since the process can be easily applied to roll-to-roll nano-imprinting processes. In this chapter, we will
demonstrate the fabrication approach to make the nano-domes with sol-gel AZO.

4.1: Master-Mold Fabrication
The master mold was fabricated on a Si wafer using e-beam lithography and the following dry
etching step. The e-beam lithography defines the diameter and spacing of the nano-domes, and the
following dry-etching step decides the height and the side angles of the nano-domes. The fabrication
process steps for the Si master mold in brief are: (1) spin-coat e-beam resist (Zep520A) on Si wafer at
4000rpm for 45sec, (2) bake the e-beam resist coated Si wafer on a hot plate at 180C for 3min, (3) writing
the pattern using an e-beam lithography tool, (4) develop the e-beam exposed pattern in amyl-acetate for
3min, and (5) dry etch the Si wafer using C4F8/SF6/Ar plasma. Fig. 7 is an FESEM picture of a mastermold crafted using this fabrication process.
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4.2: PUA Mold Replication
The fabricated Si master mold was replicated using polyurethane acrylate (PUA)[14]. The PUA
mold can be replicated by few easy process steps: (1) apply the liquid phase PUA on the Si master mold,
(2) cure the PUA on the Si mold using 365nm wavelength of UV light for 10min, and (3) separate the
PUA mold from the Si master mold. The biggest advantage of utilizing the PUA replicated mold is that
the mold can be replicated when it is needed with very simple and economic process steps. The PUA
mold will be used for the following nano-imprinting process to transfer the nano-dome structures on the
sol-gel AZO. Since it needs a physical contact to the material in each of the pattern transferring steps, the
PUA mold can be worn out easily, and needs to be replaced after a couple cycles of pattern transfer
processes. If the Si master mold is used for this nano-imprinting step, we would be using the expensive
and time-consuming process steps outlined in the previous section. The replicated PUA mold resolves this
issue, and makes the LCCM cell fabrication approach more economic.
Overall, the master-mold replication process with PUA has yielded excellent pattern transfer,
with the caveat that the AZO and PUA layers have a tendency to stick together. To prevent this from
occurring, the PUA sample is placed in a vacuum desiccator with TFOS (tridecafluoro-tetrahydrooctyltrichlorosilane). Since TFOS is volatile, applying a light vacuum will vaporize this liquid, allowing it to
coat the internal surfaces of the desiccator. These conditions cause TFOS to create a self-assembled
monolayer across the PUA sample that will greatly lower the PUA’s surface energy. When the AZO and
PUA samples are pressed together after applying TFOS, the nano-dome pattern is still transferred to the
AZO layer, and the PUA and AZO samples will separate with minimal damaging. Fig. 20 is a FESEM
image of PUA replicated nano-domes.
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Figure 20: FESEM Image of PUA Replicated Nano-Dome Structures. Height Measurement ≈ 330nm [Image
Courtesy of Nghia Nguyen].

4.3: Sol-Gel AZO Fabrication
The AZO solution is created using a mixture of Zinc Acetate Dihydrate, Diethanolamine (DEA),
Aluminum Nitrate Nonahydrate, and a solvent of Isopropyl Alcohol. The total mass of Zinc Acetate
Dihydrate and Diethanolamine is determined using [Grams Solute] = [Molarity]*[Molecular Weight of
Solute]*[Volume Solvent]. Maximum molarity used in the ZnO solutions is 0.5M, based on conclusions
from previous research[15, 16]. Once the Zinc Acetate Dihydrate has fully combined with DEA and IPA,
Aluminum Nitrate Nonahydrate is mixed into the ZnO solution. The maximum concentration for this
component is set to 5 weight % (wt%), as higher percentages cause precipitation in the AZO solution.
Previous research has found that the ideal conductivity:transparency ratio ocurrs at 2-3wt% Aluminum
Nitrate Nonahydrate, but this has not been fully tested for our research yet[17-20].
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Once this solution has been mixed, the AZO is spin coated onto a glass slide using a PWM32
Headway Research Spin Coater. AZO is dispensed statically, and spun at a speed of 2000rpm for 60s. The
solution is then baked on a hot plate at 80°C for 3min to evaporate the IPA solvent, turning the AZO into
a gel-like mixture which is ready for pattern transfer. The PUA replica and AZO gel are then pressed
together and placed into a NIL Technology Compact Nanoimprint. This tool applies pressure to the AZO
and PUA interface, molding the AZO gel into the PUA nano-dome pattern. This is operated with a high
pressure of 6bar for 5min. Room temperature is held through this process since the AZO is already in a
gel-like state. Lastly, the AZO and PUA are held together and exposed to UV light under the same
conditions as in section 4.2; this activates UV curing agents within the AZO gel’s DEA, solidifying the
nano-dome pattern on AZO.

Figure 21: FESEM Top-Down View of ZnO Replicated Nano-Domes. Dome Width ≈ 280nm, L-spacing ≈
670nm [Image Courtesy of Nghia Nguyen].

Experiments still need to be conducted on determining the optimal AZO fabrication process (i.e.
are both UV exposure and Nano-imprinting necessary? What pressure is ideal in the Nano-imprinter?),
the optimal conductivity:transparency balance for AZO wt%, and the ideal ZnO molarity. Fig. 21 shows a

clear outline of a ZnO replicated pattern, but it does not show that these domes are only ≈ 50nm tall,
though by successful replication they should be ≈ 330nm tall.
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Chapter 5
Future Work
Since the simulations have certainly shown an improvement on device JSC, the primary focus of
new research will be on fabricating these CdTe solar cells to observe their performance abilities such as
power conversion efficiency, open circuit voltage, and fill factor. Before these devices can be fabricated
though, two more studies should be accomplished: a study on AZO characteristics and on simulated solar
cell effects from changing the spacing of each LCCM unit cell (L-spacing).
Since the conductivity and optical transmittance of AZO changes with the concentration of
aluminum, this must be considered before creating full CdTe solar cells. Our current process for creating
AZO nano-dome films is detailed in Chapter 4, but even this is still being refined. Different molarities of
ZnO are still being considered, and the optical transmission for various levels of Al-doping (which will be
determined using a Cary 300 Conc. UV-VIS Spectrophotometer) must be studied as well.
In addition to the modeling work already done here, I hope to conduct a study on whether varying
the L-spacing of the LCCM cells significantly changes device performance. Based on previous research
LTouch should yield the greatest JSC, but all previous studies surveyed in this thesis were performed upon
Silicon absorber layers[5-9], so I believe that adjustments in L should be investigated.
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Appendix A

Material Data: Permittivity and Dielectric Loss Tangent

CdTe

CdS

Frequency (Hz)

Dielectric
Loss
Tangent

Relative
Permittivity

Dielectric
Loss
Tangent

Relative
Permittivity

2.00E+14

1.03E-09

7.508982962

1.62E-14

5.361930653

2.10E+14

2.86E-09

7.544833059

3.70E-14

5.374116352

2.20E+14

5.32E-09

7.582912072

4.71E-14

5.387287201

2.30E+14

1.17E-09

7.629429337

3.99E-14

5.401434074

2.40E+14

3.79E-08

7.679426235

9.19E-15

5.416547844

2.50E+14

1.99E-07

7.733423066

4.79E-14

5.432626115

2.60E+14

6.89E-07

7.790922731

1.10E-13

5.449715224

2.70E+14

1.77E-06

7.854447586

1.44E-13

5.467882956

2.80E+14

2.82E-06

7.926187107

1.20E-13

5.487197189

2.90E+14

1.51E-06

8.006118788

5.54E-15

5.507725802

3.00E+14

2.99E-05

8.098567095

2.07E-13

5.529529291

3.10E+14

0.0001373

8.200256019

4.23E-13

5.552635612

3.20E+14

0.0004421

8.308800627

5.25E-13

5.577063767

3.30E+14

0.001043

8.430399413

3.94E-13

5.602832753

3.40E+14

0.0013195

8.60018416

8.51E-14

5.629961619

3.50E+14

0.0021882

8.866733649

8.90E-13

5.658502647

3.60E+14

0.0504097

9.16664392

1.64E-12

5.688598867

3.70E+14

0.0871678

9.196116828

1.90E-12

5.72040866

3.80E+14

0.104615

9.050506764

1.25E-12

5.754090405

3.90E+14

0.1165043

8.949395439

7.28E-13

5.789798408

4.00E+14

0.115403

8.914958946

3.72E-12

5.827345777
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4.10E+14

0.1204173

8.902379942

6.25E-12

5.865951934

4.20E+14

0.1301287

8.898467644

6.76E-12

5.904776827

4.30E+14

0.1367906

8.913141015

3.71E-12

5.942980401

4.40E+14

0.1405973

8.938865893

4.25E-12

5.979789806

4.50E+14

0.1441109

8.968115606

1.52E-11

6.016395146

4.60E+14

0.1463877

9.007555722

2.36E-11

6.056213761

4.70E+14

0.1484329

9.05543853

2.37E-11

6.102783317

4.80E+14

0.1550159

9.104569173

1.01E-11

6.159641481

4.90E+14

0.1621402

9.157311887

1.02E-11

6.229927461

5.00E+14

0.1676268

9.214933624

1.71E-10

6.343546522

5.10E+14

0.1722251

9.278462013

2.78E-09

6.439385855

5.20E+14

0.1758702

9.351817148

4.29E-08

6.536936452

5.30E+14

0.1807797

9.432941288

6.35E-07

6.651976942

5.40E+14

0.1882261

9.516585094

8.96E-06

6.800715448

5.50E+14

0.1959584

9.604785197

0.00012021 6.985417409

5.60E+14

0.2027125

9.709442314

0.00150922 7.259778201

5.70E+14

0.2097465

9.827295185

0.04796773 7.693687645

5.80E+14

0.2193464

9.935841991

0.12391683 8.057540949

5.90E+14

0.233404

10.03624553

0.21339436 8.016532321

6.00E+14

0.2473655

10.12407613

0.28110723

7.608769

6.10E+14

0.2600148

10.20244502

0.3111913

7.196590076

6.20E+14

0.2718894

10.28423448

0.32759778 6.944627323

6.30E+14

0.2833981

10.37544506

0.33150826 6.803101391

6.40E+14

0.295749

10.47351063

0.32977029

6.50E+14

0.3080514

10.59496966

0.33457216 6.645780632

6.60E+14

0.3210609

10.72434829

0.34172542 6.600072477

6.70E+14

0.3360667

10.84969529

0.34133865 6.564599956

6.80E+14

0.3527258

10.98365305

0.34504105 6.529479621

6.90E+14

0.3702074

11.13184691

0.35054622 6.496682366

7.00E+14

0.3898662

11.27234535

0.35755953 6.474523985

6.7132864
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7.10E+14

0.4127694

11.42419187

0.36118971 6.458828025

7.20E+14

0.4381571

11.57551524

0.36618061 6.443165076

7.30E+14

0.4696641

11.72118224

0.37328538 6.425969355

7.40E+14

0.5001085

11.88231602

0.37820312 6.409174198

7.50E+14

0.5468991

11.979175

0.38617769

6.375459

7.60E+14

0.6598444

11.86198749

0.3918861

6.354276358

7.70E+14

0.6955594

11.91889065

0.39164776 6.370911903

7.80E+14

0.7590008

11.75910689

0.39995563 6.396170851

7.90E+14

0.9086548

11.11305716

0.40842333 6.386388982

8.00E+14

1.1037278

9.923476693

0.4153929

8.10E+14

1.352187

8.227393432

0.42340696 6.398517887

8.20E+14

1.464016

7.011622136

0.4295303

8.30E+14

1.3757667

6.756844481

0.44126077 6.411458658

8.40E+14

1.2621556

6.972372299

0.44982999 6.406208239

8.50E+14

1.21404

7.160621989

0.45823992 6.412600153

8.60E+14

1.2033266

7.263032829

0.46825544

8.70E+14

1.2155564

7.303517434

0.47798202 6.406365839

8.80E+14

1.2457101

7.280105494

0.48662823 6.404839966

8.90E+14

1.2930647

7.206640944

0.49543799 6.408503069

9.00E+14

1.3641751

7.049368145

0.50528515

9.10E+14

1.4643494

6.803271098

0.51522105 6.402309896

9.20E+14

1.6035531

6.441148547

0.52471796 6.409620057

9.30E+14

1.8121268

5.851996523

0.53571469 6.408134901

9.40E+14

2.0861507

5.140330398

0.54723421 6.407296513

9.50E+14

2.4205431

4.357141368

0.55794561 6.408656807

9.60E+14

2.6897285

3.731858986

0.56993022 6.405399234

9.70E+14

2.7100026

3.469304322

0.58194148 6.408334766

9.80E+14

2.5545892

3.489458992

0.59398502

9.90E+14

2.4014084

3.586359628

0.60599008 6.419675549

1.00E+15

2.2917225

3.678376704

0.62061688 6.415348638

6.385458734

6.42505505

6.40408136

6.405595

6.41301164
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ZnO
Relative
Permittivity

AZO
Dielectric
Loss
Tangent

Frequency (Hz)

Dielectric
Loss Tangent

2.00E+14

3.26E-05

3.801084172 0.09322493

2.10E+14

4.31E-05

3.800630521 0.06878184 2.978780381

2.20E+14

4.44E-05

3.800571373

2.30E+14

3.35E-05

3.801044916 0.03643726 3.024779166

2.40E+14

7.16E-06

3.802189339 0.02833367 3.048668762

2.50E+14

3.62E-05

3.80407035

2.60E+14

8.58E-05

3.806228964 0.01851025 3.064049057

2.70E+14

0.000125935

3.807975244 0.01674852 3.074935917

2.80E+14

0.000140701

3.808618251

2.90E+14

0.000114261

3.807467046 0.01507657 3.111837445

3.00E+14

3.06E-05

3.10E+14

3.803830691

0.0498206

0.02286013

0.0161077

Relative
Permittivity
2.952

3.001848009

3.0621

3.092103131

0.0133113

3.132963661

0.000120887

3.797259042 0.01110021

3.15570664

3.20E+14

0.000304126

3.789342318 0.00873202

3.18030591

3.30E+14

0.0004585

3.782698259 0.00648813 3.207000996

3.40E+14

0.000522457

3.779952431 0.00464117 3.236031426

3.50E+14

0.000434483

3.783730401 0.00340619 3.267419264

3.60E+14

0.000134777

3.796657736 0.00271113 3.299898169

3.70E+14

0.000415341

3.820938159

0.0023835

3.331729076

3.80E+14

0.0010817

3.85456469

0.00225645

3.3611722

3.90E+14

0.001639015

3.893110376 0.00216935 3.386487786

4.00E+14

0.001872222

3.932119383 0.00200321 3.406537955

4.10E+14

0.001576188

3.967135878 0.00177073 3.422327162

4.20E+14

0.000549609

3.993704026 0.00151287 3.435336316

4.30E+14

0.00139229

4.007798484 0.00127012 3.447046325

4.40E+14

0.004177982

4.010497264 0.00108286 3.458938101

4.50E+14

0.007564871

4.006218451 0.00098197 3.472228994

4.60E+14

0.011300129

3.999437977 0.00095483

3.48690064
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4.70E+14

0.015115438

3.994631773 0.00097628 3.502572819

4.80E+14

0.018724378

3.996275771 0.00102148 3.518865265

4.90E+14

0.021838696

4.008574638 0.00106606 3.535397723

5.00E+14

0.024346513

4.031874547 0.00109161 3.551835834

5.10E+14

0.026281068

4.063650651 0.00109838 3.567998535

5.20E+14

0.027690519

4.101309766 0.00109043 3.583736727

5.30E+14

0.028630131

4.142258708 0.00107173 3.598901309

5.40E+14

0.029158289

4.183904292 0.00104618 3.613345557

5.50E+14

0.029343327

4.223747235 0.00101918 3.627252321

5.60E+14

0.029421575

4.260911502 0.00099918

3.64146868

5.70E+14

0.029763515

4.295892585

0.0009949

3.656921506

5.80E+14

0.030732339

4.329229084

0.0010149

3.674537671

5.90E+14

0.032680868

4.361459599 0.00106776 3.695227065

6.00E+14

0.035952068

4.39312273

6.10E+14

0.040848453

4.424700107 0.00135963 3.746105805

6.20E+14

0.047023698

4.455457231 0.00166113 3.775162253

6.30E+14

0.05353924

4.483493582 0.00210663 3.805839116

6.40E+14

0.059467904

4.506861698 0.00267417 3.837150496

6.50E+14

0.063909867

4.523614119 0.00319619

6.60E+14

0.065976359

4.531803384 0.00348493 3.892953659

6.70E+14

0.064830089

4.529758058 0.00335733 3.912773468

6.80E+14

0.061319642

4.523231264 0.00265379 3.924506151

6.90E+14

0.058176079

4.526052716 0.00195801 3.939667067

7.00E+14

0.058248362

4.552458849 0.00273095 3.985801083

7.10E+14

0.064252181

7.20E+14

0.078461937

4.732970903 0.01242548 4.268633368

7.30E+14

0.102279778

4.91487873

7.40E+14

0.134385907

5.152643669 0.01346914 4.670530372

7.50E+14

0.171639343

5.407694115

7.60E+14

0.212169636

5.639677371 0.00184088 4.829570521

4.6166861

0.00117221 3.719263089

0.00635104

0.01629402

0

3.86696734

4.09138604

4.47819482

4.7961
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7.70E+14

0.255552914

5.808240737 0.00451119 4.842426181

7.80E+14

0.30275526

5.873031515 0.10479947 4.903128735

7.90E+14

0.356305627

5.794450574 0.25442435 4.993552643

8.00E+14

0.418624702

5.56792059

8.10E+14

0.489587447

5.237980566 0.55788929 5.134265527

8.20E+14

0.567277857

4.852843449 0.64265943 5.180617316

8.30E+14

0.646493158

4.460722185 0.67453049 5.224831412

8.40E+14

0.716518914

4.109829723 0.67009683

8.50E+14

0.759759699

3.847967232 0.64532629 5.305805038

8.60E+14

0.763405873

3.696202804 0.61558034 5.342039793

8.70E+14

0.732988453

3.632959095 0.59055409 5.375161033

8.80E+14

0.680670821

3.632845283 0.57056955 5.405101485

8.90E+14

0.620319924

3.670470541 0.55503238 5.431806518

9.00E+14

0.564663426

3.720444047

9.10E+14

0.524296508

3.757479677 0.53505643 5.475291807

9.20E+14

0.50366676

3.766379616

9.30E+14

0.498744845

3.750285013 0.52635652 5.505179858

9.40E+14

0.50523028

3.71427897

9.50E+14

0.519079863

3.663444592 0.52493779 5.521033629

9.60E+14

0.536191365

3.602864983 0.52576098 5.523561085

9.70E+14

0.55219149

3.537615393 0.52698038

9.80E+14

0.563984693

3.471546055 0.52812994 5.517543984

9.90E+14

0.57175083

3.40596377

1.00E+15

0.576126273

3.341858805 0.52834583

0.41666667

0.5433757

0.5295519

Dielectric
Loss
Tangent

5.26664825

5.455221502

5.491962802

0.52497871 5.514888343

5.52241608

0.52874236 5.508890168

Au
Frequency
(Hz)

5.0784

Relative
Permittivity

1.55E+14

-0.13412469

-189.042

1.86E+14

-0.10016075

-125.3505

5.4964
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2.15E+14

-0.09053036

-90.426461

2.46E+14

-0.08610128

-66.218525

2.75E+14

-0.07563233

-51.0496

3.04E+14

-0.06937461

-40.2741

3.36E+14

-0.060093

-32.040669

3.65E+14

-0.06301739

-25.811289

3.96E+14

-0.06170548

-20.610164

4.25E+14

-0.06343195

-16.817709

4.54E+14

-0.07584585

-13.648209

4.85E+14

-0.12889279

-10.661884

5.14E+14

-0.2046848

-8.112669

5.46E+14

-0.36139247

-5.842125

5.75E+14

-0.65391149

-3.946161

6.04E+14

-1.67346636

-2.278289

6.35E+14

-2.84511491

-1.702701

6.64E+14

-3.0032132

-1.758996

6.95E+14

-3.33836819

-1.692204

7.24E+14

-3.35887729

-1.702164

7.53E+14

-3.47936588

-1.649404

7.85E+14

-3.51697843

-1.604889

8.14E+14

-4.00478358

-1.400625

8.45E+14

-4.54399345

-1.231956

8.74E+14

-4.22682545

-1.310241

9.03E+14

-4.11253984

-1.355289

9.35E+14

-4.74961082

-1.230804

9.63E+14

-4.66185237

-1.242549

9.95E+14

-4.70933771

-1.227421

1.02E+15

-4.28260524

-1.306784

1.05E+15

-4.1244621

-1.332261

1.08E+15

-3.86563133

-1.366509
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1.11E+15

-3.6959646

-1.346409

1.14E+15

-3.81908304

-1.236501

1.17E+15

-4.155773

-1.080444

1.20E+15

-4.86777723

-0.891261

1.23E+15

-5.59183054

-0.744529

1.26E+15

-6.57329599

-0.616896

1.29E+15

-7.06376847

-0.551009

1.32E+15

-9.20625752

-0.4155

1.35E+15

-10.7129348

-0.346329

1.38E+15

-15.4263397

-0.233769

1.41E+15

-26.490566

-0.1325

1.44E+15

-325.499232

-0.010416

1.47E+15 24.58417468

0.138171

1.50E+15 16.32013889

0.203899

1.53E+15

11.2321724

0.292524

1.56E+15

10.7588646

0.295191

1.59E+15

13.3944049

0.227056
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Appendix B

Literature Review
[Note – since the first two chapters of this thesis cover most all the information I have learned
and applied from these papers, this section is used for a general discussion of what topics and
information I used from each resource].
1. Fonash, S. J. (2010). Solar Cell Device Physics (Second ed.). Burlington, MA: Elsevier.

Fonash’s Solar Cell Device Physics was used as a reference on solar cell characteristics and for a
comparison against the “ideal” short circuit current density for a single-junction CdTe solar cell. For a
figure in Fonash’s book, he runs simulations in AMPS of a planar CdTe solar cell with varying absorber
layer thicknesses. The absorption throughout the device is modeled through the Beer-Lambert Law,
assuming an EQE of unity. Through these simulations, a maximum theoretical JSC is determined to be
approximately 28mA/cm2, which is reached at an absorber thickness ≥ 10𝜇𝑚.

There will be some discrepancies between the data obtained in this thesis and the JSC determined

through this book. Analysis through AMPS cannot consider non-planar solar cell devices, so any effects
present in the LCCM structures could enhance the cell performance over what is expected by the AMPS
simulations. Also, it is not made clear if the JSC obtained is only from the CdTe layer, the CdTe and CdS
layer, or the sum JSC obtained throughout the device.

4. Reference Solar Spectral Irradiance: Air Mass 1.5. <http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/>.

Air Mass 1.5 data has been crucial to my thesis work, as this is the catalogued data of spectral
irradiance. All of the JSC data calculated through my thesis uses the AM 1.5 global tilt data.
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5. Smith, C. A. (2013). Optical Optimization of the Light and Carrier Collection Management Solar
Cell Architecture (Master's thesis). Retrieved October 5, 2013

“Optical Optimization of the Light and Carrier Collection Management Solar Cell Architecture”
investigates effects from various forms of LCCM structures, and how these can be used to improve solar
cell performance over typical planar designs. Ideal design parameters chosen in this paper for LCCM
structures include: using an AZO layer with nano-cones to enhance photonic path length in the material
and avoid stress concentration issues present in other nano-element designs, substrate configuration to
yield a higher JSC, and nc-Si as an absorber layer to avoid defects present in other forms of Si. Advantages
of using LCCM over planar structures were clear, since ideal LCCM designs could sometimes increase
JSC by over 100% of the planar structure with a corresponding thickness, and up to approximately 98%
less volume was needed in a LCCM structure to obtain the same JSC as in a planar structure. As is also the
case in my research, Smith uses HFSS to analyze his designs through physical optics.
To decide the nano-element, Smith compared the benefits of the nano-cone and nano-cylinder
shapes, and decided that nano-cones were the better choice for manufacturing since they would deform
far less during mold separation. When interpreting simulations though, Smith notes that the nano-dome
has a more significant impact on JSC than the nano-cone tip. Due to these two observations, that the nanocylinder would deform, and that dome-shaped tops to the features are ideal, it seems that a nano-dome
absorber surface and a nano-dome backing element could be a powerful combination for solar cell design.
In addition, Smith found that the optimal JSC occurred at Ltouch (the unit cell spacing where the
edge of the outer dome first touches the edge of the next unit cell’s outer dome). This knowledge has
heavily influenced the LCCM simulations performed in this thesis, since I chose the L value to be Ltouch
for each of the simulations. In varying nano-cone height and width, Smith also determined that JSC could
be improved for wider nano-cones at certain nano-cone heights, absorber thicknesses, and L-spacings.
Smith’s data implies that varying nano-dome aspect ratios and nano-cone width can create an optimal JSC,
but this optimal combination will be different for each L and absorber thickness.
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10. Le Ru, E. C., & Etchegoin, P. G. (2009). Principles of Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
and Related Plasmonic Effects (pp. 128-135). N.p.: Elsevier. Retrieved July 9, 2014, from Knovel
(978-0-0809-3155-5).

Principles of Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy and Related Plasmonic Effects was used as
a reference on plasmon behavior, including definitions of plasmons, polaritons, and surface plasmons.
Plasmonic behavior is described in this text through both its underlying phenomena and the
electromagnetic equations that dictate its existence. The sections reviewed for this thesis were focused on
simply discussing the underlying phenomena, since I simply wanted to have a general understanding of
plasmonic behavior for this thesis. For future solar cell work, I would likely delve into the
electromagnetic equations discussed in this book. That information would help me to understand the
plasmonic behavior within the CdTe solar cells simulated here, especially the surface plasmon-polaritons
which would occur at the Au/Cu to CdTe interface.

11. Anwar, Sohail Efstathiadis, Harry Qazi, Salahuddin (2013). Handbook of Research on Solar
Energy Systems and Technologies (pp. 141-145). N.p.: IGI Global. Retrieved July 12, 2014, from
Knovel.

The Handbook of Research on Solar Cell Systems and Technologies was used as a reference on
why single-junction CdTe solar cells are so commercially popular and why a CdS layer is necessary to the
device performance. In addition, this source taught me about the electric field issues present in CdTe solar
cells, and how to redesign the energy band diagram for forward and reverse bias conditions.
Understanding how the energy band diagram adjusts is crucial for later research as this will allow me to
analyze device performance better when obtaining J-V characteristics from full LCCM CdTe solar cells.
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12. Fahrenbruch, A. (2000, March). CSU Report: Modeling Results for CdS/CdTe Solar Cells. In
www2.physics.colostate.edu. Retrieved July 19, 2014, from
http://www2.physics.colostate.edu/groups/photovoltaic/PDFs/ModCdTe2.pdf

Research performed in this study is referenced in Fonash’s Solar Cell Device Physics book. The
research conducted here uses AMPS to model device performance on CdTe single-junction solar cells, so
this was used to help determine the “maximum” JSC chart created in Fonash’s book.

14. Choi, S., Yoo, P. J., Baek, S. J., Kim, T. W., & Lee, H. H. (2004, June 4). An Ultraviolet-Curable
Mold for Sub-100-nm Lithography. Journal of the American Chemical Society, 126(25), 77447745. doi:10.1021/ja048972k

“An Ultraviolet-Curable Mold for Sub-100-nm Lithography” discusses a mold for transferring
nanoscale patterns effectively, and without involving highly expensive lithography techniques. In addition
to being able to transfer nanoscale patterns in a cost-efficient manner, the proposed mold is removable
without damaging the newly developed pattern. The UV-curable mold discussed throughout the article
(PUA) would be very useful for creating AZO samples without using expensive lithography techniques.
Recipes involving this mold are used in our experiments, and are detailed further in Chapter 4.

17. Mousavi, S. H., Muller, T. S., & de Oliveira, P. W. (2013, September). The Effects of the
Aluminium Concentration on Optical and Electrical Properties of AZO Thin Films as a
Transparent Conductive Layer. Journal of Materials Science. Materials in Electronics, 24(9),
3338-3343
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This paper analyzes the absorbance, transmittance, and conductivity across the optical spectrum
for ZnO thin films doped with 0-5% concentrations of aluminum. The conductivities were determined by
using a four-point-probe to check the resistivity of each material variation, which demonstrated that 2 and
3% Al concentrations would have the best conductivities. Data for absorption shows that all of these AZO
variations work well in the visible spectrum, but 2% Al will absorb the smallest amount of light in the
300-360nm wavelength region. Lastly, transmission analysis shows that the 3% AZO will be far less
effective in the green wavelength spectrum than 2% AZO, though 2% loses some of its transmission in
the red wavelength spectrum.
Overall the work done here reaches the conclusion that 2% AZO would be the ideal choice since
it has a resistivity almost as good as the 3% AZO, transmittance that is somewhat better than the 3%
AZO, and absorbance that is lower than 3% AZO. This decision hinges on the idea that conductivity is
more important than transparency in AZO, but if transmittance is much more important than conductivity
for a sample, then the 5% AZO sample would likely be the ideal choice. Whether conductivity or
transmittance is preferred though, this paper provides an excellent reference for measuring the
conductivity of AZO, which was an original goal of my thesis work, and is certainly a goal of my future
research.
Sources 15, 16, and 18-20 in this paper also supported the information obtained from this
research paper. Further discussion of these papers will occur as research into the sol-gel AZO films
continues.
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